
Is your business facing challenges that prevent you from accessing 
up-to-date, real-time data? 

Are you struggling to sift through mountains of data to filter what’s 
meaningful and what’s not?

Are you spending time identifying business trends and obtaining 
insights?

Do you have multiple versions of the truth - making it impossible to 
effectively and accurately monitor your business KPIs?

Service Offerings
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Analytics Strategy
Assess current capabilities to 
achieve business goals
Construct high-value use cases to 
deliver the promised functionality
Develop road maps to modernize 
data
Implement new AI capabilities that 
align with your business goals

Analytics Platform
Enable broad integration while 
preserving the integrity of data to 
achieve well-defined goals
Deploy effective analytics solutions 
to create data driven decisions with 
effective analytics
Democratize data to uncover insights 
that drive strategy and help you

Predictive Analytics
Generate intelligent decisions with 
effective analytics
Drive smart analytics by incorporating 
artificial intelligence to access 
insights and smart recommendations

Automation
Evaluate current processes and 
resolve challenges with the support 
of end-to-end consulting with 
Microsoft Power Automate
Automate business processes by 
developing effective workflows

Our Customers

We develop your organization’s 
data strategy, build data platforms 
and drive you towards the future 
with predictive analytics. If your 
business is working with multiple 
disparate systems - you need a 
partner that will make your data 
meaningful.

Derive insights that power your business strategy
Data and Analytics



Intellint is a Microsoft Gold Partner for Data Analytics, making us a trusted implementation partner, offering services 
that cover the entire spectrum of your entire Data and Analytics journey.

Our expertise lies in over 40 years of collective industry experience, certified in the latest technologies, including a 
Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP), who can help unlock actionable insights and better outcomes for your 
business with superior BI technologies.

From building your analytics strategy and setting up robust analytics platform, to leveraging advanced analytics 
and artificial intelligence solutions to make your data smarter and designing automated workflows to simplify your 
complex business processes – we do it all.

Why Intellint
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Intellint’s business intelligence platform has 
elevated our business through 360° visualization 
of operations and has helped to make swift data 
backed decisions. Not only are we saving time and 
resources; but our staff feel empowered to make 
various strategic decisions with data at their 
fingertips in real-time.

Toyota

Onboarding Azure data servicesand Power BI was 
an important milestone in enhancing our cloud
technologies, making us the first subsidiary in AlA 
Group to roll it out. Fortude has been a valuable
partner, bringing industry best practices and 
technology expertise throughout the entire project.
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Quick start your data journey today. Connect with us. 


